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(57) ABSTRACT 
Amethod for generating alignment marks on the scribe lines 
in Which alignment marks are generated only at oxide layers 
is described. An alignment mark is formed in an oxide layer 
on a scribe line of a Wafer. The alignment mark is lined With 
a metal layer and ?lled With a dielectric layer Which is 
planariZed. The alignment mark is used in aligning a reticle 
to pattern the metal layer and is also used in aligning a reticle 
to pattern the dielectric layer Wherein the step of lining the 
alignment mark With the metal layer protects the alignment 
mark. 
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ALIGNMENT MARK STRATEGY FOR OXIDE 
CMP 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] (1) Field of the Invention 

[0002] The invention relates to the fabrication of inte 
grated circuit devices, and more particularly, to a method of 
generating alignment marks only on the oXide layers in the 
fabrication of integrated circuits. 

[0003] (2) Description of the Prior Art 

[0004] In the fabrication of integrated circuit devices, 
multiple layers of conductors and insulators are deposited 
and patterned to construct the integrated circuit. It is critical 
to align each subsequent layer With the previous layer With 
precision. This is typically accomplished by using alignment 
marks. AWafer stepper tool uses the alignment marks on a 
Wafer as a reference point for adjusting a reticle over the 
Wafer. The reticle contains the pattern to be generated Within 
the layer. The reticle must be precisely aligned to the 
previous layer. A Wafer stepper uses one of at least three 
methods to detect the alignment marks; these are light 
interference, bright ?eld contrast, or dark ?eld polariZation 
effect. 

[0005] Some methods generate alignment marks Within 
the scribe line area. Scribe lines de?ne a cutting portion 
Where devices formed on a Wafer are cut apart after manu 
facture. Some alignment mark schemes require fresh align 
ment marks to be generated at every layer, using the previ 
ous layer’s marks to assure alignment. Alignment marks 
occupy more and more space as the number of interconnect 
layers increases and scribe line area becomes scarce. Some 
alignment schemes transfer the alignment marks from layer 
to layer. HoWever, this cannot be done When planariZation is 
performed, such as chemical mechanical polishing (CMP). 
In this case, the alignment marks must be recovered after 
CMP. These recovery or repair steps lengthen the process 
cycle and increase the production costs. 

[0006] US. Pat. No. 5,503,962 to CaldWell discloses an 
alignment mark and CMP process in Which alignment marks 
are formed in oXide layers using the same process as for 
contact and via formation. HoWever, there is no mention of 
hoW to generate a quality alignment mark or of hoW to use 
the alignment mark beyond the neXt layer. US. Pat. No. 
5,663,099 to Okabe et al teaches a method of forming an 
alignment mark. US. Pat. No. 5,401,691 to CaldWell 
teaches a method of recovering alignment marks after CMP. 
US. Pat. No. 5,496,777 to Moriyama teaches forming an 
alignment mark for each layer in a Widened portion of a 
scribe line. US. Pat. No. 5,648,854 to McCoy et al discloses 
an alignment system to detect the Wafer edge and global 
alignment marks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] A principal object of the present invention is to 
provide an effective and very manufacturable method of 
generating alignment marks in the manufacture of an inte 
grated circuit device. 

[0008] A further object of the invention is to provide a 
method of generating alignment marks in Which alignment 
mark recovery is avoided. 
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[0009] Yet another object is to provide a method of 
generating alignment marks in Which alignment marks are 
generated only at oXide layers. 

[0010] A still further object is to provide a method of 
generating alignment marks in Which alignment marks 
printed on the oXide layer are used for the neXt tWo subse 
quent layers. 

[0011] Yet another object is to provide a method of gen 
erating alignment marks on the scribe lines in Which align 
ment marks are generated only at oXide layers. 

[0012] Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
method of generating alignment marks on the scribe lines in 
Which alignment marks printed on the oXide layer are used 
for the neXt tWo subsequent layers. 

[0013] In accordance With the objects of this invention a 
method for generating alignment marks on the scribe lines in 
Which alignment marks are generated only at oXide layers is 
achieved. An alignment mark is formed in an oXide layer on 
a scribe line of a Wafer. The alignment mark is lined With a 
metal layer and ?lled With a dielectric layer Which is 
planariZed. The alignment mark is used in aligning a reticle 
to pattern the metal layer and is also used in aligning a reticle 
to pattern the dielectric layer Wherein the step of lining the 
alignment mark With the metal layer protects the alignment 
mark. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] In the accompanying draWings forming a material 
part of this description, there is shoWn: 

[0015] FIGS. 1 through 4, 6, and 8 schematically illus 
trate in cross-sectional representation a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0016] FIGS. 5A and 7A schematically illustrate in cross 
sectional representation an alignment mark of the prior art. 

[0017] FIGS. 5B and 7B schematically illustrate in cross 
sectional representation an alignment mark of the present 
invention. 

[0018] FIGS. 9, 10A, and 10B illustrate in cross-sectional 
representation plug ?lling techniques associated With the 
process of the present invention. 

[0019] FIGS. 11A through 11D illustrate in cross-sec 
tional representation different alignment mark siZes in the 
process of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0020] Referring noW more particularly to FIG. 1, there is 
shoWn an illustration of a scribe line portion of a partially 
completed integrated circuit. The semiconductor substrate 
10 is preferably composed of silicon having a (100) crys 
tallographic orientation. The MOSFET portion of the inte 
grated circuit Will not be illustrated in these ?gures since the 
invention concerns the alignment marks Within the scribe 
lines. HoWever, the alignment marks are fabricated Within 
the MOSFET process steps, as Will be described beloW. 

[0021] A layer of polysilicon 14 is deposited over the 
surface of the substrate to a thickness of betWeen about 1500 
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and 1900 Angstroms. This layer is patterned elsewhere to 
form gate electrodes and interconnection lines, not shoWn. 

[0022] A dielectric layer 18 is deposited over the polysili 
con layer to a depth of 7500 to 9500 Angstroms. This is a 
silicon oXide layer such as borophosphosilicate glass 
(BPSG), for eXample. Alignment marks 20 are etched into 
the BPSG layer on the scribe line. The formation of these 
initial contact alignment marks is not discussed in detail. 
The scope of the present invention is a neW alignment 
strategy for the backend process from metal I onWard. These 
and subsequent alignment marks are illustrated as being 
generated side by side. HoWever, it Will be understood by 
those skilled in the art that this is for illustration purposes 
only and that the alignment marks may not be generated side 
by side. 

[0023] A metal layer 22 having a thickness of betWeen 
about 5000 and 8000 Angstroms is deposited over the BPSG 
layer surface and Within the contact openings, not shoWn, in 
the MOSFET portion of the integrated circuit. In the scribe 
line portion illustrated, the metal I layer 22 conformally ?lls 
the contact alignment marks 22 so that the alignment mark 
is transferred to the metal layer. 

[0024] The metal layer is coated With photoresist and the 
Wafer is put into the stepper. The reticle is aligned With the 
alignment marks 20 and the metal layer is patterned in the 
MOSFET portion of the integrated circuit, not shoWn. The 
metal layer 22 is normally removed from the scribe line, but 
in the process of the present invention, the metal layer 22 
remains Within the alignment marks 20. 

[0025] Referring noW to FIG. 2, an intermetal dielectric 
layer 26 is deposited over the patterned metal I layer. The 
intermetal dielectric layer may comprise, for eXample, tet 
raethoXysilane (TEOS) oXide and have a thickness of 
betWeen about 6000 and 10,000 Angstroms. The interlevel 
dielectric layer 26 is transparent so that the alignment marks 
20 can still be used by the stepper to align the reticle for 
patterning the interlevel dielectric layer. The dielectric layer 
is also planariZed, such as by chemical mechanical polishing 
(CMP), as shoWn. 

[0026] The interlevel dielectric layer is patterned to form 
via I openings, not shoWn, in the MOSFET section of the 
integrated circuit. Since the dielectric layer 26 has been 
planariZed, the alignment marks have been lost. Instead of 
recovering the alignment marks, Which increases cost and 
process time, another set of alignment marks 30 also is 
etched into the interlevel dielectric layer 26. No eXtra 
processing is required since the etching is done during via 
etching. The mask over the previous alignment marks is 
clear so that the dielectric layer 26 is removed in that area, 
as shoWn in FIG. 3. In this Way, there is a possibility that the 
alignment marks 20 may be used at subsequent layers. 

[0027] NoW, a second metal layer 32 having a thickness of 
betWeen about 5000 and 8000 Angstroms is deposited over 
the intermetal dielectric layer surface and Within the via I 
openings, not shoWn, in the MOSFET portion of the inte 
grated circuit. In the scribe line portion illustrated in FIG. 4, 
the metal II layer 32 conformally ?lls the via I scribe line 
alignment marks 30 so that the alignment mark is transferred 
to the metal layer. The metal II layer also covers the metal 
I layer in the area of the ?rst contact alignment marks 20. 

[0028] FIG. 5A illustrates an alignment mark of the prior 
art at the metal layer. The alignment mark is etched into the 
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intermetal dielectric layer 26. HoWever, large variations in 
alignment mark’s depth may occur in the intermetal dielec 
tric layer because the alignment mark is etched into the 
underlying BPSG layer 18, as shoWn. The metal layer 32 is 
deposited over the surface of the dielectric layer and Within 
the alignment mark opening. The Wafer is covered With 
photoresist 35 and the alignment mark is used to align the 
reticle for patterning the metal layer. The inconsistent align 
ment mark depth causes an inconsistent alignment signal. 
Also, the tapered shape of the alignment mark of the prior 
art causes degradation of alignment quality. 

[0029] FIG. 5B illustrates an alignment mark of the 
present invention at the metal layer. The alignment mark of 
the present invention has little variation and is more robust 
than that of the prior art. The metal stopper layer 22 prevents 
the etching of the alignment mark into the underlying layer 
18. This is true at every level of the alignment mark, such as 
alignment mark 30 illustrated in FIG. 5B. Therefore, the 
alignment mark depth is consistent. 

[0030] The metal layer is noW patterned in the MOSFET 
area. In the scribe line area, the metal layer is left unetched 
as a metal protector layer over the alignment marks. If the 
metal layer 32 Were removed over the alignment marks, the 
shape of the alignment marks Would be altered. That is, the 
corners or edges Would become rounded. 

[0031] Referring noW to FIG. 6, a second intermetal 
dielectric layer 36 is deposited over the surface of the 
substrate. This is another oXide layer, for eXample, TEOS 
oxide, having a thickness of betWeen about 8000 and 10,000 
Angstroms. The dielectric layer 36 is noW to be patterned. 
Since the dielectric layer is transparent, it can be aligned 
using the via I scribe line alignment marks 30. 

[0032] FIG. 7A illustrates an alignment mark of the prior 
art at the oXide via II layer. As discussed With reference to 
FIG. 5A, variations in oXide depth may result in overetching 
of the alignment mark so that the underlying BPSG layer 18 
is etched into. The dielectric layer 36 is deposited over the 
surface of the Wafer and Within the alignment mark. The 
surface is coated With photoresist 45. The Wafer is put into 
the stepper for alignment using the alignment mark. 

[0033] FIG. 7B illustrates the more robust alignment mark 
of the present invention at the oXide via II layer. The metal 
stopper layer 22 prevents the overetching of the underlying 
oXide layer 18. The metal layer 32 acts as a protector of the 
alignment mark so that it can be used for the neXt tWo levels; 
that is, the metal II layer and the via II layer illustrated here. 

[0034] Referring noW to FIG. 8, the interlevel dielectric 
layer 36 is patterned to form via II openings, not shoWn, in 
the MOSFET section of the integrated circuit. The neW set 
of alignment marks 40 is etched into the interlevel dielectric 
layer 36. No eXtra processing is required since the etching is 
done during via etching. The mask over the previous align 
ment marks 30 and 20 is clear so that the dielectric layer 36 
is removed in that area, as shoWn in FIG. 8. The alignment 
marks 30 could still be used at this point, but it is recom 
mended that neW alignment marks 40 be generated in the 
current oXide layer to assure high quality alignment. 

[0035] A third metal layer 42 having a thickness of 
betWeen about 5000 and 8000 Angstroms is deposited over 
the intermetal dielectric layer surface and Within the via II 
openings, not shoWn, in the MOSFET portion of the inte 
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grated circuit. In the scribe line portion illustrated, the metal 
II layer 42 conformally ?lls the via II scribe line alignment 
marks 40 so that the alignment mark is transferred to the 
metal layer. The metal II layer also covers the metal I layer 
in the area of the via II scribe line alignment marks 30 and 
the ?rst contact alignment marks 20. It can be seen that these 
?rst alignment marks 20 are noW completely ?lled in With 
metal. Processing continues With additional levels as nec 
essary. NeW scribe line alignment marks are printed on each 
oxide layer. The alignment marks can be used for tWo 
succeeding layers. 

[0036] The process of the present invention can be dis 
cussed in combination With an etchback process. For 
example, FIG. 9 illustrates a typical via 52 in the MOSFET 
area. 56 illustrates a typical alignment mark Which is typi 
cally much larger than the via 52. The via 52 and alignment 
mark 56 are ?lled With a metal layer 58, such as tungsten. 
FIG. 10A illustrates the results of the etchback process. The 
metal is removed from the mark 56 that is much larger than 
the via siZe. Then, for example, the metal II layer 60 may be 
deposited. Alternatively, FIG. 10B illustrates the results of 
a CMP process. Metal 58 is left Within any space for cavity 
regardless of its siZe. The process of the present invention 
can be extended to include the CMP process also. CMP can 
also be used on an oxide layer. 

[0037] In the tungsten etchback process, the step height of 
the alignment mark can be controlled by controlling the 
space siZe of the mark. FIGS. llA-D illustrate the effect of 
changing the alignment mark space siZe. FIG. 11A illus 
trates alignment mark 72 having a Width of less than tWo 
times the thickness of the tungsten plug 82. Metal layer 84 
overlies the tungsten plug. This alignment mark has step 
height A. FIG. 11B illustrates alignment mark 74 having a 
Width approximately equal to tWo times the thickness of the 
tungsten plug 82. This alignment mark has step height B. 
FIG. 11C illustrates alignment mark 76 having a Width 
approximately equal to three times the thickness of the 
tungsten plug 82. This alignment mark has step height C. 
FIG. 11D illustrates alignment mark 78 having a Width of 
greater than four times the thickness of the tungsten plug 82. 
This alignment mark has step height D. Note that there is a 
relation betWeen the alignment mark’s step height and its 
Width or siZe. 

[0038] The step height can be carefully engineered by 
tuning the mark siZe in relation to the tungsten thickness. 
The step height of the alignment mark is an important 
consideration especially for phase or interference contrast 
alignment techniques. By choosing carefully the right step 
height, the best interference signal can be obtained. Dark 
?eld and bright ?eld alignment techniques do best With the 
alignment mark siZe illustrated in FIG. 11D because this 
mark has the highest step height and the clearest de?ned 
boundary. 

[0039] The process of the invention provides an alignment 
scheme for the metal I layer onWard in Which neW alignment 
marks are printed on the scribe lines only on the oxide layers 
after planariZation. The alignment marks can be used for 
alignment of tWo succeeding layers. Recovery of alignment 
marks is avoided. The metal stopper and protector layers of 
the alignment marks provide for robust, optimiZed align 
ment marks that can be used for tWo succeeding layers. The 
process of the present invention can be used With steppers 
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using any one of the three methods to detect alignment 
marks: light interference, bright ?eld contrast, or dark ?eld 
polariZation effect. 

[0040] While the invention has been particularly shoWn 
and described With reference to the preferred embodiments 
thereof, it Will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and details may be made Without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Amethod of using alignment marks to align a reticle in 

a stepper in the fabrication of an integrated circuit device 
comprising: 

providing a ?rst alignment mark on a scribe line in a 
contact level overlying a semiconductor substrate; 

depositing a ?rst metal layer over said contact level 
Wherein said ?rst metal layer is deposited conformally 
Within said ?rst alignment mark; 

patterning said ?rst metal layer Wherein said ?rst align 
ment mark is used to align said reticle used in said 
patterning; 

depositing a ?rst intermetal dielectric layer overlying said 
?rst metal layer and planariZing said ?rst intermetal 
dielectric layer Whereby said ?rst alignment mark is 
covered by said planariZed ?rst intermetal dielectric 
layer; 

patterning said ?rst intermetal dielectric layer to form ?rst 
via openings Wherein said ?rst alignment mark is used 
to align said reticle used in said patterning and Wherein 
a second alignment mark is etched into said ?rst 
intermetal dielectric layer on said scribe line; 

depositing a second metal layer over said ?rst intermetal 
dielectric layer Wherein said second metal layer is 
deposited conformally Within said second alignment 
mark; 

patterning said second metal layer Wherein said second 
alignment mark is used to align said reticle used in said 
patterning; 

depositing a second intermetal dielectric layer overlying 
said second metal layer and planariZing said second 
intermetal dielectric layer Whereby said second align 
ment mark is covered by said planariZed second inter 
metal dielectric layer; and 

patterning said second intermetal dielectric layer to form 
second via openings Wherein said second alignment 
mark is used to align said reticle used in said patterning 
and Wherein a third alignment mark is etched into said 
second intermetal dielectric layer on said scribe line to 
complete said fabrication of said integrated circuit 
device. 

2. The method according to claim 1 Wherein any number 
of said alignment marks can be formed. 

3. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said stepper 
detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks by light 
interference. 

4. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said stepper 
detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks by 
bright ?eld contrast. 
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5. The method according to claim 1 wherein said stepper 
detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks by dark 
?eld polarization effect. 

6. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said contact 
level comprises borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG). 

7. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said ?rst and 
second intermetal dielectric layers comprise tetraethoxysi 
lane (TEOS) oxide. 

8. The method according to claim 1 Wherein said ?rst and 
second intermetal dielectric layers comprise silicon oxide. 

9. A method of forming an alignment mark in the fabri 
cation of an integrated circuit comprising: 

forming an alignment mark in an oxide layer on a scribe 
line of a Wafer; 

lining said alignment mark With a metal layer; 

?lling said alignment mark With a dielectric layer; and 

planariZing said dielectric layer Wherein said alignment 
mark is used in aligning a reticle to pattern said metal 
layer and is also used in aligning a reticle to pattern said 
dielectric layer Wherein said step of lining said align 
ment mark With said metal layer protects said align 
ment mark. 

10. A method of forming a series of alignment marks in 
the fabrication of an integrated circuit comprising: 

forming a ?rst alignment mark in a contact layer on a 
scribe line of a Wafer; 

lining said ?rst alignment mark With a ?rst metal layer; 

patterning said ?rst metal layer Wherein said ?rst align 
ment mark is used in aligning a reticle to pattern said 
?rst metal layer; 

?lling said ?rst alignment mark With a ?rst oxide layer; 

planariZing said ?rst oxide layer; 

patterning said ?rst oxide layer Wherein said ?rst align 
ment mark is also used in aligning a reticle to pattern 
said ?rst oxide layer Wherein said step of lining said 
?rst alignment mark With said ?rst metal layer protects 
said ?rst alignment mark and Wherein during said 
patterning of said ?rst oxide layer, a second alignment 
mark is formed in said ?rst oxide layer on said scribe 
line; 

lining said second alignment mark With a second metal 
layer; 

patterning said second metal layer Wherein said second 
alignment mark is used in aligning a reticle to pattern 
said second metal layer; 

?lling said second alignment mark With a second oxide 
layer; 

planariZing said second oxide layer; and patterning said 
second oxide layer Wherein said second alignment 
mark is also used in aligning a reticle to pattern said 
second oxide layer Wherein said step of lining said 
second alignment mark With said second metal layer 
protects said second alignment mark; and 

repeating said previous tWo steps to form said series of 
alignment marks in the fabrication of said integrated 
circuit. 
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11. A method of using alignment marks to align a reticle 
in a stepper in the fabrication of an integrated circuit device 
comprising: 

providing a ?rst alignment mark on a scribe line in a 
contact level overlying a semiconductor substrate; 

depositing a ?rst metal layer over said contact level 
Wherein said ?rst metal layer is deposited conformally 
Within said ?rst alignment mark; 

patterning said ?rst metal layer Wherein said ?rst align 
ment mark is used to align said reticle used in said 
patterning; 

depositing a ?rst intermetal dielectric layer overlying said 
?rst metal layer and planariZing said ?rst intermetal 
dielectric layer Whereby said ?rst alignment mark is 
covered by said planariZed ?rst intermetal dielectric 
layer; 

patterning said ?rst intermetal dielectric layer to form ?rst 
via openings Wherein said ?rst alignment mark is used 
to align said reticle used in said patterning and Wherein 
a second alignment mark is etched into said ?rst 
intermetal dielectric layer on said scribe line and 
Wherein said ?rst intermetal layer overlying said ?rst 
alignment mark is etched aWay; 

depositing a second metal layer over said ?rst intermetal 
dielectric layer Wherein said second metal layer is 
deposited conformally Within said second alignment 
mark and overlying said ?rst metal layer Within said 
?rst alignment mark; 

patterning said second metal layer Wherein said second 
alignment mark is used to align said reticle used in said 
patterning; 

depositing a second intermetal dielectric layer overlying 
said second metal layer and planariZing said second 
intermetal dielectric layer Whereby said second align 
ment mark is covered by said planariZed second inter 
metal dielectric layer; and 

patterning said second intermetal dielectric layer to form 
second via openings Wherein said second alignment 
mark is used to align said reticle used in said patterning 
and Wherein a third alignment mark is etched into said 
second intermetal dielectric layer on said scribe line to 
complete said fabrication of said integrated circuit 
device. 

12. The method according to claim 11 Wherein any 
number of said alignment marks can be formed. 

13. The method according to claim 11 Wherein said 
stepper detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks 
by light interference. 

14. The method according to claim 11 Wherein said 
stepper detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks 
by bright ?eld contrast. 

15. The method according to claim 11 Wherein said 
stepper detects said ?rst, second, and third alignment marks 
by dark ?eld polariZation effect. 

16. The method according to claim 11 Wherein said 
contact level comprises borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG). 

17. The method according to claim 11 Wherein said ?rst 
and second intermetal dielectric layers comprises tetraethox 
ysilane (TEOS) oxide. 
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18. The method according to claim 11 wherein said ?rst 
and second intermetal dielectric layers comprise silicon 
oxide. 

19. A method of forming an alignment mark in the 
fabrication of an integrated circuit comprising: 

forming an alignment mark in an oXide layer on a scribe 
line of a Wafer; 

?lling said alignment mark With a ?rst metal layer; 

etching back said ?rst metal layer Within said alignment 
mark; 

depositing a second metal layer Within said alignment 
mark and overlying said ?rst metal layer Wherein said 
alignment mark is used in aligning a reticle to pattern 
said second metal layer; 

depositing a dielectric layer overlying said second metal 
layer; and 

planariZing said dielectric layer Wherein said alignment 
mark is also used in aligning a reticle to pattern said 
dielectric layer. 

20. The method according to claim 19 Wherein said ?rst 
metal layer comprises tungsten. 

21. The method according to claim 19 Wherein the step 
height of said alignment mark is increased by increasing the 
Width of said alignment mark. 
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22. A method of forming an alignment mark in the 
fabrication of an integrated circuit comprising: 

forming an alignment mark in an oXide layer on a scribe 
line of a Wafer; 

?lling said alignment mark With a ?rst metal layer; 

polishing back said ?rst metal layer Within said alignment 
mark; 

depositing a second metal layer Within said alignment 
mark and overlying said ?rst metal layer Wherein said 
alignment mark is used in aligning a reticle to pattern 
said second metal layer; 

depositing a dielectric layer overlying said second metal 
layer; and 

planariZing said dielectric layer Wherein said alignment 
mark is also used in aligning a reticle to pattern said 
dielectric layer. 

23. The method according to claim 22 Wherein said ?rst 
metal layer comprises tungsten. 

24. The method according to claim 22 Wherein said step 
of polishing comprises chemical mechanical polishing. 


